TO: ASC Community  
FROM: Joel Shults, Director ASC DPS  
RE: multiple vehicles/hang tags  
Contact: J. Shults  ext. 7749, jshults@adams.edu

Many faculty and staff use a primary vehicle which they drive to work and park in campus parking but occasionally bring a different vehicle to work in cases of inclement weather, vehicle breakdowns, or just managing their family fleet.

Faculty and staff may purchase parking privileges for one vehicle on campus at any one time for the cost of $45.00. If any faculty or staff has an additional vehicle on campus (spouse, child, etc) that vehicle must also be registered, and parking privileges purchased at the cost of $45.00 (or more for reserved parking). In other words, there is no multi-car family discount.

If one driver uses more than one vehicle on different days, that vehicle may be registered for an additional $5.00 and a separate permit will be issued.

Examples: Professor A has a 1972 Pinto she usually drives, but when the streets are slick she drives her 2008 H3 Hummer. The two vehicles would never be using parking space on campus at the same time. Professor A would register both vehicles, paying $45.00 for the Pinto and registering the Hummer for an additional $5.00.

Professor B has a 2005 Chevy Impala and a 1998 Mercury Sable. He drives the Impala every day and parks in an ASC parking lot. Professor B has a daughter who is a staff member with ASC Facilities department. Professor B’s daughter drives the Sable to work every day and parks in an ASC parking lot. Both of the cars must be registered and a permit purchased at $45.00.

The test is whether both vehicles are likely to be on campus at the same time. If so, each needs to be separately registered and permitted. If two or more vehicles are being used alternately by the same permit holder, each additional vehicle needs to be registered and permitted for $5.00 each.

This procedure is a change from the hang-tag of previous years. No “floating” permits or hang-tags will be issued.